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Abstract

Developing a deeper understanding of dynamic chemical, electronic, and
morphological changes at interfaces is key to solving practical issues in elec-
trochemical energy storage systems (EESSs). To unravel this complexity, an
assortment of tools with distinct capabilities and spatiotemporal resolutions
have been used to creatively visualize interfacial processes as they occur.This
review highlights how electrochemical scanning probe techniques (ESPTs)
such as electrochemical atomic force microscopy, scanning electrochemical
microscopy, scanning ion conductance microscopy, and scanning electro-
chemical cell microscopy are uniquely positioned to address these challenges
in EESSs. We describe the operating principles of ESPTs, focusing on the
inspection of interfacial structure and chemical processes involved in Li-ion
batteries and beyond.We discuss current examples, performance limitations,
and complementary ESPTs. Finally, we discuss prospects for imaging im-
provements and deep learning for automation. We foresee that ESPTs will
play an enabling role in advancing EESSs as we transition to renewable
energies.
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Anode: in battery
terminology, the anode
is the negative
electrode, i.e., where
oxidation takes place
during the discharge
process

Cathode: in battery
terminology, the
cathode is the positive
electrode, i.e., where
reduction takes place
during the discharge
process

Intercalation:
reversible insertion of
an external species into
a host without causing
significant distortion
in the host’s crystal
structure

Conversion:
a reversible reaction
leading to the
formation of an alloy,
such as Li alloying
with Si, Sn, Al, etc.

1. INTRODUCTION

Electrochemical energy storage systems (EESSs) are central to portable electronics, transport
electrification, and the future of the electrical grid (1, 2). The pressing need to transition from
fossil fuels to renewable energy technologies necessitates improving the existing EESSs, such
as Li-ion batteries (LiBs), and developing novel battery chemistries beyond Li (1). While there
are numerous material developments for anodes, cathodes, and separators for batteries, integrat-
ing them into practical devices, and characterizing them within, is often a challenge. A primary
reason is that battery components are sealed in inert atmospheres, in the absence of water and oxy-
gen, preventing conventional approaches for their characterization. In addition, battery operation
requires the prior formation of interphases, in situ. For example, the formation step in LiB produc-
tion chains involves parasitic reactions with electrolytes to form interphases on the anode, which
largely influences battery performance and safety (3). While highly informative, techniques such
as electron microscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy utilized for interface characteriza-
tion in EESSs suffer due to their ex situ nature. Their main drawbacks include sample damage
caused by energetic beams, the need for high vacuum, and complex sample preparation, for ex-
ample, thinning or the need for single crystals (4). In this regard, electrochemical scanning probe
techniques (ESPTs) are uniquely positioned to circumvent these issues. These tools are interface
sensitive by nature and enable high spatiotemporal resolution for the investigation of interfacial
processes in realistic battery environments.

Highly localized variations of charge transport properties at interfaces versus the bulk, such as
electronic and ionic conductivity, can control the performance of an entire battery. This calls for
using an assortment of tools that are capable of measuring processes involving ionic and electronic
transport, redox reactivity, and chemical evolutionwith interfacial sensitivity, ideally with high spa-
tial and temporal resolutions. ESPTs are well positioned to address these needs since they offer
versatile modes and approaches to characterize different localized interfacial processes.Figure 1a
shows some of the common interfacial processes in batteries such as intercalation, conversion,
electron transfer, and catalysis. This review highlights four popular ESPTs that are used for mech-
anistic exploration of battery interfaces: scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM), scanning
ion conductance microscopy (SICM), scanning electrochemical cell microscopy (SECCM), and
electrochemical atomic force microscopy (EC-AFM), as illustrated in Figure 1b–e with their dis-
tinct electrochemical components (see the sidebar titled Basic Electrochemical Terms). SECM,
SECCM, and SICM can provide a diverse range of information ranging from electrochemical
reactivity to topography of interfaces and interphases. Similarly, EC-AFM provides the capability
to probe the morphological and mechanical characteristics of these structures. A key feature of
these measurements is that they are typically nondestructive, enabling measurements to be free
of artifacts such as beam damage that may arise in electron microscopy approaches. In addition,
comprehensive chemical, morphological, and electrochemical characterization can be performed
via correlative experiments, or by coupling spectroscopy- (5–7) or X-ray- (8, 9) based measure-
ments to ESPTs.The interested reader is referred to previous reviews covering analytical methods
for EESSs (10), including nanoscale electrochemistry (11, 12) and focused reviews covering the
application of an individual ESPT (13, 14). The scope of this review is limited to recent in situ
and operando studies utilizing these ESPTs on LiBs and other novel battery chemistries beyond
Li ion. Section 2 provides a brief background on each ESPT, followed by Sections 3 and 4 cov-
ering applications of ESPTs to LiBs and beyond-Li battery chemistries, respectively. Section 5
provides a critical outlook of the crossroads between ESPTs and emerging computational tools
for materials research.
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Figure 1

Scheme of different battery processes and ESPTs covered in this review. (a) Energy storage processes in different battery chemistries,
including intercalation, conversion, electron transfer, and catalysis. (b–e) Typical setup of four popular ESPTs: (b) electrochemical AFM;
(c) scanning electrochemical microscopy, with arrow 1 representing substrate generation, arrow 2 representing tip collection, and arrow
3 representing the product diffusing away; (d) scanning electrochemical cell microscopy; and (e) scanning ion conductance microscopy.
Abbreviations: AFM, atomic force microscopy; CE, counter electrode; ESPT, electrochemical scanning probe technique; QRCE,
quasi-reference counter electrode; RE, reference electrode; UME, ultramicroelectrode; WE, working electrode.

2. A PRIMER ON ESPTs APPLIED TO EESSs

During battery operation, several processes simultaneously take place at the electrode-electrolyte
interface such as solvent breakdown, interphase formation, and ion intercalation (15). These lead
to changes in morphological, mechanical, electrical, and electrochemical properties of the elec-
trodes. ESPTs utilize local physical or electrochemical interactions between a small probe (or tip)
and the sample (or substrate) enabling micro- to nanoscale investigations of the changes in these
properties. For further details regarding in-depth working principles of these ESPTs, we direct
readers to additional literature on EC-AFM (14), SECM (13, 16), SECCM (17–19), and SICM
(20, 21) (see the sidebar titled ESPTs).
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BASIC ELECTROCHEMICAL TERMS

� Probe/tip: an element such as a nanopipette, cantilever tip, or an ultramicroelectrode that measures a local
property when positioned above the substrate.

� Working electrode (WE): electrode on which experimental processes are monitored and analyzed; in
potentiostatic experiments, the potential of this electrode is controlled.

� Counter electrode: typically, a large-area electrode that passes current without limiting electrochemical
process rates at the WE.

� Reference electrode: an electrode with a constant potential, often governed by the Nernst equation, i.e., a
poised system, that serves as a reference to control the potential of the WE; a quasi-reference electrode on
the other hand presents a sufficiently constant potential to be practical but may be unpoised.

� Bipotentiostat: an instrument capable of controlling the potential of two electrodes distinctly and
simultaneously using a common reference and counter electrode.

� Cyclic voltammetry: an electrochemical measurement where the potential of a WE is scanned with respect
to time in a linear fashion between two chosen potential limits, i.e., at a constant scan rate with forward and
backward scan sweeps, while simultaneously recording the current at the WE.

ESPTs

� EC-AFM: scanning probe microscopy that uses cantilever probes and mechanically interacts with surface
forces; specifically for EC-AFM, these tips operate under liquid electrolyte measuring forces and electrical
phenomena while the substrate performs electrochemical measurements.

� SECM: an electrochemical scanning probe technique (ESPT) using an ultramicroelectrode/nanoelectrode as
the probe; SECM can quantify and map electron-transfer kinetics between a redox mediator and a substrate,
and it can also be used to electrochemically investigate species generated from the substrate.

� SECCM: an ESPT using a micropipette/nanopipette that forms an electrochemical cell by encapsulating a
small region of the substrate in a droplet meniscus; it can be used to obtain spatially resolved electrochemical
properties without the contribution of other areas on the substrate.

� SICM: an ESPT using a micropipette/nanopipette that can be used to track changes in topography or local
ionic concentrations by measuring ionic resistance between two quasi-reference counter electrodes, at least
one of which is placed inside a pipette.

2.1. Electrochemical Atomic Force Microscopy

EC-AFM, similar to typical AFMmeasurements, relies on the local physical interactions between
a small cantilever tip and the sample surface (Figure 1b) to map local mechanical and electrical
properties. However, these measurements are performed in situ within a liquid environment in-
corporating a reference and a counter electrode leading to the formation of an electrochemical
cell. In the domain of EESSs, the instrument is usually placed inside an argon-filled glovebox to
prevent exposing the samples to oxygen and moisture. EC-AFM has been used in a wide range
of applications ranging from morphological investigation of interphases on commercial mate-
rials (22–24) to studying volume changes in the next-generation electrode materials in EESSs
(25, 26).
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Redox mediator:
species capable of
undergoing
oxidation/reduction
reactions with a
desired structure with
the purpose of
exchanging charge
between them

2.2. Scanning Electrochemical Microscopy

A typical SECM setup consists of a probe, often an inlaid-disc ultramicroelectrode (UME) tip (di-
ameter≤25µm) (27), that is positioned close to a substrate for interrogating local electrochemical
properties. Feedback imaging (depicted by arrows 1 and 2 in the SECM schematic in Figure 1c) is
performed by measuring the tip current resulting from the electrolysis of a redox mediator while
the UME is rastered across the substrate and biased to attempt redox regeneration of the media-
tor. Feedback imaging provides a way to map and visualize electrochemically active and inactive
regions on the substrate. In practice, this enables in situ investigation of passivating processes, for
example, interphase formation in LiBs. Other modes such as substrate generation/tip collection
illustrated in Figure 1c are used to study battery degradation by detecting the products. For ex-
ample, oxygen released from a decomposing LiB cathode (substrate generation step; arrow 1 in
Figure 1c) can be detected at the tip using oxygen reduction reaction (tip collection step; arrow 2
in Figure 1c). The resulting products from the tip collection step can either diffuse away (arrow 3
in Figure 1c) or become part of a feedback loop if they are redox-active (28). The unique capabil-
ities of SECM allow investigation of two fundamental processes driving EESSs: ion and electron
transfer (ET) processes at an interface (13).

2.3. Scanning Electrochemical Cell Microscopy

SECCM is a micro-/nanopipette-based ESPT that enables the characterization of local electro-
chemical behavior by isolating a substrate area within a droplet meniscus, as shown in Figure 1d
(17). A simple SECCM setup utilizes a single pipette, with the substrate being a conducting work-
ing electrode (WE) and a combined quasi-reference counter electrode (QRCE) placed inside the
pipette (17). Typically, measurements are performed by applying a potential to the QRCE while
measuring the current from the WE. Imaging is performed by a hopping protocol where the tip
is retracted and approached over different locations. A dual-barreled pipette can be used with the
same protocol but also facilitates imaging via rastering, with positioning feedback collected from
changes in ionic current between the QRCEs in each barrel (18). SECCMwith such a pipette en-
ables the simultaneous measurement of local electrochemical activity and topographical features
of conducting and insulating substrates (17, 19).

2.4. Scanning Ion Conductance Microscopy

SICM is another micro-/nanopipette-based technique developed by Hansma et al. (29) for gener-
ating topographic and ionic conductivity maps of substrates. It tracks local ionic currents between
QRCEs inside the pipette and in bulk solution upon application of a potential bias, as depicted in
Figure 1e. Feedback signals are obtained from the change in ionic resistance as the tip is brought
closer to the surface (20, 29, 30). A key advantage of SICM is its ability to obtain measurements
without the use of redox mediators. With these strengths, SICM has been used to study topo-
graphical changes (31–33) and ionic fluxes (32) in situ on operating battery electrodes. In other
applications, SICM has been utilized to study ionic conductivity through membranes (34) and
porous battery cathodes (35), which are also active research areas in the domain of EESSs.

3. APPLICATION OF ESPTs FOR IN SITU INVESTIGATION
OF LI-ION BATTERIES

LiBs typically consist of host electrode materials that can reversibly (de)intercalate Li ions during
battery operation, as shown in Figure 1a. The electrode-electrolyte interface is a dynamic region
where multiple processes occur simultaneously, thereby making their investigation a challenge.
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HOPG: a graphitic
carbon characterized
by its crystallinity,
flatness, and ease of
preparation of freshly
cleaved clean surfaces

INTERFACE VERSUS INTERPHASE

Interphases and interfaces are not the same. While an interface refers to the location where two dissimilar media
meet, an interphase refers to a separate phase that forms at an interface.For example, the solid-electrolyte interphase,
a structure that has distinct chemical and mechanical properties, forms over the anode due to reactions at the
anode-electrolyte interface during Li-ion battery operation.

These processes include interphase formation (36) and loss of active materials (37, 38). Below,
we discuss how ESPTs have been utilized for the in situ investigation of these processes, thereby
developing a comprehensive understanding of the dynamic interfaces.

3.1. Li-Ion Battery Anode Materials

Commercial LiB anodes are typically composed of graphite (39) which functions as an intercala-
tion host for Li ions. These anodes operate beyond the thermodynamic stability window of the
electrolyte solution, leading to electrolyte decomposition and the formation of a solid-electrolyte
interphase (SEI) (36) (see the sidebar titled Interface Versus Interphase). The SEI film is crucial
in controlling the performance of the LiB since it must be electronically insulating to prevent fur-
ther electrolyte decomposition and ionically conducting to enable Li-ion (de)intercalation. SEI
formation also occurs on Li metal and on advanced anode materials such as silicon, which forms
an alloy with Li. Silicon and Li-metal anodes are also subject to significant volume changes during
cycling (40), making it essential to characterize their deformation in situ. Consequently, the me-
chanical properties of the SEI become crucial since it must resist fracture during volume changes.
As shown below,ESPTs can be used to study these relevant processes, such as the SEI’s mechanical
and electrical properties and tracking the electrodes’ deformation.

3.1.1. Passivation by solid electrolyte interphase. The critical role of the SEI lies in prevent-
ing continuous electrolyte decomposition; therefore, its electronic passivating properties are of
significant importance. In this regard, SECM in the feedback mode has been utilized extensively
to study the SEI passivation using redox mediators such as ferrocene. After SEI formation, the
anode behavior transitions from electronically conducting to insulating. This leads to a drop in
the feedback current measured at the SECM tip and provides real-time information about SEI
properties. Using this principle, several studies reported the SEI formation dynamics on a variety
of materials such as graphite (41, 42), highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) (43), multilayer
graphene (44), and TiO2 (45) by repeated imaging of the same region during electrochemical cy-
cling. Similarly, SECM has been applied to optimize preprocessing conditions influencing SEI
formation on silicon anode materials such as silicon clathrates (46). These applications illustrate
the use of SECM to characterize existing and next-generation anodes for LiBs.

While SECM has enabled the detection of passivation due to SEI formation, higher spatial
resolution is required to correlate the way surface structural features influence this process.To this
end,Unwin and coworkers (47) used SECCM to correlate the effects of carbon electrode structure
on SEI formation. Their study utilized commercially relevant electrolytes with HOPG substrates
using hopping-mode SECCM (Figure 2a). Voltammetric measurements were performed with
SECCM leading to SEI formation, as depicted in Figure 2b. The HOPG substrates possessed
varying structural features, observed via AFM, as shown in Figure 2c. These structural features
were correlated to passivation, as quantified by the ratio of irreversible charge passed to form the
SEI from two cyclic voltammetry cycles (Qp2/Qp1; Figure 2d) at approximately 1,000 spots. A
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Figure 2

Application of SECCM to study SEI formation. (a) Scheme of SECCM hopping mode implemented inside an Ar-filled glovebox for
extracting localized information such as (b) SEI formation on anodes. (c) AFM characterization of HOPG anodes used in the study
revealed differences in edge plane densities. The black dot is the starting point (0 µm) and the arrow is the direction where distance is
increasing. This refers to the height variation plot below. (d) Characterization of passivation using two CV cycles and measuring the
ratio of charge passed (Qp2/Qp1) followed by cluster analysis of this parameter over multiple spots. (e) Measurement protocol
illustrating how SECCM can be used to explore combinatorial parameters such as potential window, scan rate, and number of scans,
e.g., on SEI formation. ( f ) Illustration of SECCM combinatorial measurements coupled to colocalized Raman using SHINERS.
Abbreviations: AFM, atomic force microscopy; CV, cyclic voltammetry; Eapp, potential applied; EC, ethylene carbonate; EMC, ethyl
methyl carbonate; HOPG, highly oriented pyrolytic graphite; isurf, the current at the substrate; PC, propylene carbonate; SECCM,
scanning electrochemical cell microscopy; SEI, solid-electrolyte interphase; SHINs, shell-isolated nanoparticles; SHINERS,
shell-isolated nanoparticles for enhanced Raman spectroscopy. Panels a, b, e, and f adapted with permission from Reference 48. Panels c
and d adapted with permission from Reference 47; copyright 2021 Wiley-VCH.

cluster analysis of these values showed that the highest amount of passivation was attributed to
HOPG substrates with the highest density of edge planes. In summary, this work illustrates the
value of in situ SECCM analysis on precharacterized substrates, resulting in an understanding of
structure-SEI formation correlations.
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The high versatility of SECCM to perform a high number of spot measurements on an
electrode was also used for the combinatorial analysis of operating conditions influencing SEI
formation (48). For example, SEI formation and its properties are influenced by parameters such
as scan rate, number of scans, potential window, choice of electrolyte, and so on. SECCM in-
vestigation of these parameters over a silicon anode is shown in Figure 2e. These experiments
involved multiple repeats for each parameter investigated, enabling statistical comparisons. The
total duration for the entire experiment was only 2 h, which highlights the ability of SECCM
as a powerful combinatorial tool for high-throughput analysis in battery research. This experi-
ment also highlights the benefits of using ESPTs for correlative analysis. The ability to locate
spots by the electrolyte footprint left after SECCM measurements was subsequently exploited to
perform colocalized characterization by shell-isolated nanoparticles for enhanced Raman spec-
troscopy (SHINERS). Au-SiO2 shell isolated particles were deposited on the silicon substrate
after SECCMmeasurements, leading to chemical characterization of SEI properties using Raman
spectroscopy (48) (Figure 2f ). Correlating Raman spectra with SECCM data identified an initial
decrease in the decomposition rate of LiPF6 salt; however, this process reactivated after multi-
ple cycles. This observation indicated that either the SEI formation processes were reversible or
some instabilities led to pristine silicon surfaces being exposed for further decomposition reac-
tions. Such information can be promising in studying mechanistic aspects of SEI formation on
various materials, along with choosing formation cycling protocols for practical LiBs.

3.1.2. Mechanical and morphological characterization of the solid-electrolyte interphase.
The morphological evolution of SEI films and their corresponding mechanical properties can
be probed through EC-AFM. For example, the SEI was revealed to grow in thickness beyond
the first (dis)charge cycle on materials such as graphite and HOPG (49–52). These observations
contrasted with the general perception that an unchanging SEI forms rapidly (53). Additionally,
EC-AFM revealed differences in SEI homogeneity, with thicker SEIs observed on graphite edge
planes compared to basal planes (54, 55). This is consistent with the fact that Li-ion intercalation
only occurs through edge planes (42, 56).

In probing the effects of electrode structure on resulting SEIs, in situ EC-AFMmeasurements
compared SEI formation on HOPG and industry-relevant graphite materials (22). Graphite
particles were observed to possess a greater coverage of SEI and had a lower Young’s modulus
compared to SEIs on HOPG. This finding is critical when correlating the fundamental SEI stud-
ies performed on HOPG to the device-level performance of graphite-based batteries. Regarding
varying electrolyte solutions, Shen et al. (57) reported that fluorinated electrolytes facilitated the
formation of a harder and denser SEI (∼1,498 MPa) as compared to traditional carbonate elec-
trolytes (∼916MPa), thereby leading to more stable interphases. EC-AFM along with impedance
measurements were also used in the identification of operating conditions where a favorable
SEI was formed; at higher operating potentials, softer SEIs with lower ionic conductivity were
found at the electrode surface. On the other hand, lower potentials led to a SEI with higher
elastic moduli and more inorganic components (58). Combining in situ EC-AFM with other
characterization tools has allowed a more detailed investigation of SEI formation mechanisms.
For example, comparing electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance data with morphological
changes by EC-AFM revealed the multiple stages of SEI formation (24). Figure 3a,b illustrates
two of these stages during the first lithiation cycle of HOPG at 0.74 V and 0.6 V versus Li+/Li,
respectively. As interlayer sites become continuously populated with Li ions, the interlayer
spacing increases. A sharp increase was observed below 0.6 V, as shown in Figure 3b, due to the
onset of ethylene carbonate reduction, leading to the generation of both gaseous and organic
Li-salt products. Figure 3c,d represents the topographical images of HOPG while performing
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In situ electrochemical atomic force microscopy (EC-AFM) for investigating solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) formation on highly
oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). Schematic shows interphase formation during the first lithiation cycle at (a) 0.74 V and (b) 0.6 V.
(c,d) Topographical images during cyclic voltammetry at HOPG.White arrows indicate scan directions. (e) Morphology and potential
correlation during the initial scan from 0.90V to 0.36V, where the blue line shows the direction of the edge site. ( f ) SEI height
variation (blue curve) is shown for the blue-labeled edge site in panel e and the background (red curve). All potentials are described versus
a Li+/Li reference scale. Figure adapted with permission from Reference 24; copyright 2019 Springer Nature.

voltammograms at the substrate. The SEI on the labeled edge site in Figure 3e was found to
increase in height as shown in Figure 3f when the applied potential on HOPG decreased from
0.9 V to 0.36 V versus Li+/Li. In summary, these measurements reveal the strengths of applying
EC-AFM to extract mechanistic, morphological, and mechanical information on SEI formation.

3.1.3. Tracking deformation on operating Li-ion battery anodes. In addition to tracking
changes in morphology, EC-AFM has also been widely utilized to study volumetric changes in
anode materials during LiB operation. For example, in situ EC-AFMwas used to study the impact
of silicon crystallinity on volume expansion, with polycrystalline silicon showing greater volume
changes as compared to amorphous silicon during electrochemical cycling (59). Later, the degree
of volume change in amorphous cylindrical silicon samples was shown to depend on their initial
size (diameter and height). This study helped in developing a design strategy of having smaller-
sized silicon anodes for achieving lower volumetric changes (60).

In addition to silicon, there is active interest in implementing Li metal as anodes. However, Li
metal suffers from severe volumetric changes and dendrite formation during operation (40). To
address these problems, Shen et al. (26) employed EC-AFM to characterize the effects of a novel
graphite-LiF-based artificial coating, which was found to prevent dendrite formation, therefore
enabling Li-metal-based batteries with long cycle life. Krueger et al. (61) used SECM for probing
the Li-anode interfacial reactivity changes as a function of galvanostatic cycling conditions on
these interfaces. A key finding from their study was identifying high ET rates over areas prone
to dendrite formation, relative to the rest of the sample. Such studies could be extended to other
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electrolytes and operating conditions to develop strategies to minimize dendrite formation in
Li-metal anodes.

3.1.4. Ionic flux measurements. SICM has also been used to track deformation occurring in
hard carbon and HOPG anode materials, but use of a dual barreled tip adds the capability to
measure local electrolyte concentrations and ionic fluxes (32). Using the sensitivity offered by
tracking ionic resistance close to the pipette, it was possible to characterize topography and defor-
mation in situ to the nanometer level. A simple calibration curve enabled the correlation of ionic
currents to electrolyte concentrations in the vicinity of the tip. Subsequently, SICM was used to
measure the local electrolyte fluxes through changes in ionic currents. Interestingly, the ionic cur-
rent increased during Li-ion intercalation, which indicated that the concentration of electrolytes
near the carbon substrate was higher than the bulk concentration. These results suggest that the
SICM ionic current measurement may be carrying contributions from anion migration or other
transport processes. Although performed at different electrolyte concentrations, the SICM exper-
iment contrasts with flux measurements obtained with ion-sensitive SECM using Hg UME tips
over HOPG (62, 63). Hg UMEs, which selectively detect Li ions, revealed a sharp decrease in
their local concentration upon intercalation and a corresponding increase upon deintercalation.
Nonetheless, SICM imagingmeasurements clearly show changes in the ionic response exhibited at
much higher spatial resolution during topography imaging owing to the small pipette size, com-
pared to those achievable by ion-sensitive SECM measurements (62). Interestingly, the SECM
approach also showed significant ion fluxes in the SEI formation potential window, suggesting
reversible ion exchange in an active SEI. Using ESPTs for performing ion flux measurements is
an open frontier, especially in the domain of LiBs and technologies using alternative ions such as
Na+ and K+ (64).

3.2. Li-Ion Battery Cathode Materials

There are three common classes of transition metal oxides that are typically used as cathodes in
LiBs: layered, spinel, and polyanion oxides (65).During charging, Li ions delithiate from the cath-
odes and intercalate within graphitic anodes. At high states of delithiation, degradation processes
such as loss of active material and solvent breakdown occur at the cathode, subsequently leading
to cathode-electrolyte interphase (CEI) formation. The elucidation of these processes remains
an ongoing pursuit with practical implications. Their investigation is even more challenging in
commercial composite cathodes, which have spatial heterogeneity in active material, binder, and
conductive carbon distribution (66).

3.2.1. Heterogeneity in cathode materials. Typical composite cathodes in LiBs have a
heterogeneous microstructure that results in different sites having different chemical and elec-
trochemical activity (66). There arises a need to elucidate these differences to better understand
processes such as rate of ion (de)lithiation and interphase formation on different sites on the cath-
ode. SECCM offers unique capabilities to characterize local activity of single particles, as reported
through hopping mode measurements on LiFePO4 (LFP) cathodes (67). The hopping protocol
enabled simultaneous identification of topographical features and electrochemical behavior of a
single LFP particle. Subsequent correlations weremadewith scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM)
and energy-dispersive spectroscopy to unambiguously identify active LFP and carbon black.Other
submicron-resolution SECCMmeasurements have also been reported on active materials such as
Li4Ti5O12 anode films (68), LFP single particles/films (67–69), LiMn2O4 (LMO) particles (70),
and ZrO2-coated cathodes (71). In several of these applications, potentiostatic and galvanostatic
cycling with SECCM was utilized to check for particle-to-particle or film heterogeneity (69–71).
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Complementary information on electrical properties can also be obtained from EC-AFM, with
studies reporting sufficiently high resolution to identify variations in electrical properties within
a single particle (72).

3.2.2. Cathode material degradation processes. A key challenge in LiBs is the lattice oxygen
loss from cathodes at high operating potentials (37, 73). In a recent study, SECM was used for
the real-time, quantitative detection of oxygen evolution from three commercial LiB cathodes:
LiCoO2 (LCO), LiNi0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 (NMC111), and LiNi0.8Mn0.1Co0.1O2 (NMC811) (28).
Figure 4a shows the schematic of the measurement where a 25-µm Au UME was placed close
to the cathode surface while potentiostatically charging the latter. Lattice oxygen release was de-
tected at the UME via the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), thereby leading to a rise in UME
current. Figure 4b,c shows the oxygen evolution from NMC111 and NMC811, respectively, as
a function of applied cathode potential. The high sensitivity of this method led to the detection
of an incipient oxygen evolution process around 3 V versus Li+/Li, which was unreported in the
literature. In addition, the spatial resolution of SECM captured the heterogeneity in the oxygen
evolution process through mapping experiments, as shown in Figure 4d. This method overcame
the limitations of differential electrochemical mass spectrometry, the most widely used technique
to study gas evolution in LiBs (74–76), such as low signal-to-noise ratio and lack of spatial resolu-
tion. Lattice oxygen loss is a critical phenomenon since it is known to be associated with surface
reconstruction processes, which are known to be deleterious during prolonged battery cycling
(77). Therefore, fast and sensitive identification of oxygen loss via SECM provides a promising
direction in developing a better understanding of such transient processes. In addition, the ver-
satility of SECM also enabled the investigation of Mn dissolution from LMO cathodes, which
is another critical degradation process (38, 78). SECM can play a critical role in identifying mit-
igation approaches such as cathode compositions and artificial coatings, which may lead to the
development of materials resistant to such degradation processes.

3.2.3. Cathode-electrolyte interphase formation and stability. The CEI has been reported
to be an order of magnitude thinner than the SEI formed on anodes, and thus its characteriza-
tion results in more challenging experiments (79). EC-AFM, however, helped in the visualization
of the CEI and its effect on the capacity retention in LiBs. One such study illustrated the
CEI formation on LCO with and without an artificial Al2O3 coating (80). These measurements
illustrated differences in morphology of the resulting CEIs, which were also linked to an im-
provement in capacity retention during battery cycling.Additionally, these imagingmeasurements
highlighted that CEI is selectively formed on LCO edge planes, which is also the site for Li-
ion intercalation. Contrary to interphases on anodes, which are insulating in nature (36) and
therefore prevent continuous electrolyte decomposition, in situ SECM feedback measurements
reported CEIs on LMO, NMC111, and LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 to be at least partially electronically
conducting (81, 82). These examples illustrate how EC-AFM and SECM may be utilized to
study CEIs formed on engineered cathode materials with artificial coatings for better device
performance.

3.3. Outlook on ESPTs in the Domain of Li-Ion Batteries

A major challenge associated with ESPT usage is operating it in a glovebox, with relevant elec-
trolytes used in commercial LiBs such as 1-M LiPF6 in volatile carbonate solvent mixtures, for
example, ethylene carbonate–diethyl carbonate (15). Since ESPTs necessitate the use of open cells
to enable scanning, most research on batteries has been carried out in solvents such as aqueous
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In situ investigation of oxygen evolution from Li-ion battery cathode materials using SECM. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup
for real-time detection of lattice oxygen loss using SECM. Experimental data detailing lattice oxygen loss characteristics during the first
charge cycle from (b) NMC111 and (c) NMC811, showing a previously unreported oxygen evolution event (Region 1) in addition to the
main oxygen evolution process (Region 2). (d) SECM mapping experiments for investigating spatial heterogeneity in oxygen evolution
from NMC111, as evidenced by the differences in oxygen evolution profiles at the different locations. Abbreviations: NMC111,
LiNi0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2; NMC811, LiNi0.8Mn0.1Co0.1O2; ORR, oxygen reduction reaction; SECM, scanning electrochemical
microscopy; UME, ultramicroelectrode. Figure adapted with permission from Reference 28; copyright 2022 IOP Publishing.

media (67, 70, 71, 81, 83), ionic liquids (84), and nonvolatile carbonate solvents (62, 69).While EC-
AFM and SECM measurements have been reported in gloveboxes, SECCM performance within
a glovebox has been benchmarked recently with relevant carbonate solvents (85).Usage of volatile
solvents such as dimethylcarbonate led to irreproducible SECCM responses over time, and salt
precipitation on the substrate was observed postexperiment (85). There is a need and opportunity
to solve these issues associated with ESPTs for obtaining practically relevant information that
impacts real-world batteries.
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4. APPLICATION OF ESPTs TO ALTERNATIVE BATTERY
CHEMISTRIES

Alternative battery technologies to LiBs include chemistries such as Li-O2 batteries and redox
flow batteries (RFBs), among others. Li-O2 batteries theoretically possess capacities of an order
of magnitude greater than LiBs, with the cathode relying on the ORR and the oxygen evolution
reaction (OER) (Figure 1a) for reversible energy storage (86). On the other hand, RFBs are at-
tractive candidates for grid-level energy storage since their power and capacity characteristics are
decoupled (1, 87). RFBs store energy in redox-active molecules (ROMs) dissolved in solution,with
current-collector electrodes utilized for (dis)charge processes.

4.1. Li-O2 Batteries

A key challenge preventing the commercialization of Li-O2 batteries is the formation of insulating
Li2O2 during battery operation. Subsequently, this leads to two major issues: (a) gas-diffusion
electrode pores are clogged, preventingO2 transport for furtherORR; and (b) the insulating Li2O2

requires a large overpotential for OER, reducing the available energy during battery discharge.
Schwager et al. (88) used in situ SECM to characterize the clogging problem by tracking oxygen
flux in real time through collection measurements at the UME tip. SECM has also been used to
identify homogeneous redox mediators for Li2O2 oxidation through ex situ measurements (89,
90). Such examples enable identifying strategies to overcome energy losses incurred during Li2O2

oxidation during the discharge of Li-O2 batteries.
An alternative strategy to probe discharge processes in Li-O2 batteries involves using in situ

EC-AFM to study the oxidation of Li2O2 films on different substrates such as HOPG, glassy
carbon, and nanoporous gold electrodes (91–93). One such study also revealed that ORR prod-
ucts decomposed at potentials more positive than 4.4 V versus Li+/Li during discharge (94).
In the same study, additional mechanistic details such as reaction intermediates and final prod-
ucts were obtained by combining EC-AFM with infrared spectroscopy and surface-enhanced
Raman spectroscopy. In situ EC-AFM is a promising tool for visualizing the changes during
Li-O2 battery operation,which is required for elucidating the catalytic processes occurring at these
cathodes.

4.2. Redox Flow Batteries

The fundamental process in RFBs is the ET from the electrode to ROMs in solution (13). SECM
feedback mode is a powerful tool to apply in RFB characterization since feedback measurements
quantify ET rates from a substrate electrode to a redox-active mediator in solution. Such quan-
titative measurements of ET kinetics have been previously reported through SECM approach
curve measurements in nonaqueous RFB systems (95, 96). SECM and EC-AFM have also been
applied in situ to characterize the electrochemical reactivity of graphitic carbon electrodes to-
ward practically relevant ROMs for nonaqueous RFBs (97). These measurements enabled the
identification of metastable film formation (Figure 5a), occurring during the reduction process
of dialkoxybenzene ROM (98) on HOPG. Correlative measurements with SECM highlighted
low electrochemical reactivity (Figure 5b) and passivation (Figure 5c) associated with the con-
ditions leading to film formation. It was also revealed that ET rates showed little dependence on
applied potential (Figure 5d). This study additionally reported that carbon electrode structure
(edge planes versus basal planes) and choice of supporting electrolyte can partially mitigate limi-
tations in ET kinetics. This example highlights how SECM and EC-AFM can be used in tandem
to characterize and mitigate fundamental issues regarding ET processes in RFBs.
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Application of in situ electrochemical atomic force microscopy (EC-AFM) and scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) to
characterize electron transfer and film formation on graphitic carbon electrodes for redox flow batteries. (a) AFM topographical image
(top) illustrating the formation of films ∼0.5 nm in thickness (bottom) on basal planes of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite. The white
line indicates the position where the height profile is taken for the figure below, as indicated by the black arrow. SECM feedback
images before (top) and after (bottom) cycling reveal (b) deterioration in electron transfer (ET) kinetics and (c) low ET kinetics for
dialkoxybenzene redox-active molecules (C1 and C7), respectively. Structures are shown as insets. (d) Analysis of ET rate constants (kf )
versus applied overpotentials at the substrate illustrates low/no influence of applied potential, in contrast to the Butler-Volmer kinetics
model. Green and red lines denote mass-transfer limits for measurable kf values. Figure adapted with permission from Reference 97;
copyright 2020 Royal Society of Chemistry.

4.3. Applications to Other EESSs

In addition to the above-mentioned battery chemistries, ESPTs have been applied to other emerg-
ing EESSs as well. For example, feedback and ion-sensitive imaging using SECM was recently
utilized to study the incipient SEI formed by Li+, Na+, and K+ on multilayer graphene for in-
sight into Na-ion and K-ion systems (64). The study concluded that a SEI based on Li electrolytes
had the highest passivation and cation influx and correlated these observations to the presence of
higher fluoride content in the SEI. Operando EC-AFM has also been utilized creatively to elu-
cidate the energy storage mechanism of proton intercalation in WO3 by tracking its associated
deformation (99). Figure 6a,b shows surface morphology of the WO3 and WO3·2H2O samples
used in the study. Figure 6c,e and Figure 6d, f show the spatial variation in local deformation
rate at the cathodic peak current potential and at the anodic peak current potential, respectively. A
higher, nonuniform deformation takes place in WO3 as compared to WO3·2H2O, thereby high-
lighting the role of confined structural water on the mechanical response to proton insertion.
Another major point concluded from these measurements was that for high-rate capabilities, the
material must have a flexible structure, in addition to high electronic and ionic conductivity, in
order to accommodate the structural changes during charge storage.

5. PERSPECTIVES ON HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE METHODS
TO ADVANCE ESPTs

While ESPTs offer critical information on interfacial processes occurring in EESSs, the spatial
resolution offered by these techniques does not match contemporary ex situ techniques. Also,
many electrodes used in EESSs present complex morphologies that complicate the performance
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Investigation of proton insertion inside WO3 and WO3·2H2O using operando electrochemical atomic force
microscopy. Surface morphology is shown for (a) WO3 and (b) WO3·2H2O. Spatial variations of the local
deformation rates at the (c,e) cathodic peak current potentials and (d,f ) anodic peak current potentials are
shown. The distance between each grid point in panels c–f is 25 nm. Figure adapted with permission from
Reference 99; copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.

of tip-based measurements. The possible solutions include not just advancements in hardware but
also the incorporation of novel computational tools in ESPT studies.Another area of advancement
lies in automating ESPTmeasurements to enable high-throughput studies for rapid investigation
of battery processes. A perspective on these approaches is provided below.

5.1. Improving Imaging Resolution

An issue that is inherent to SECM is the convolution of electrochemical and morphological
information. Sharp features such as boundaries between two dissimilar regions are difficult
to resolve due to the diffusional broadening of redox mediators, which is sensitive to the tip-
substrate distance and the tip geometry. While resolution could be improved by using smaller
tip sizes, the fabrication of nanometer-sized electrodes often requires high skill and specialized
equipment (100, 101). Different strategies have been used to address this issue of resolving topo-
graphical features. One approach involves performing correlative microscopy measurements of
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morphology and electrochemical properties from the same/similar sample. In this regard, SICM
could be employed for measuring topography since it has a better resolution than SECM, being
limited only by the diameter of the pipette and the distance to the substrate (21). Additionally, its
operation does not require a redox mediator. To ensure interrogation of the same region, some
groups have been using multifunctional probes, for example, multifunctional AFM-SECM (102)
and SICM-SECM (30, 34, 103–105) tips.

Further improvements beyond the hardware solutions discussed above will require postpro-
cessing data to deconvolute morphological and electrochemical information as well as to improve
image quality. Resolution enhancement of SEM images with deep learning methods has been
demonstrated by de Haan et al. (106) and enables obtaining low-resolution images followed by
postprocessing to increase image resolution, as illustrated in Figure 7a. Such approaches are start-
ing to find their way into ESPT applications, for example, edge-detection algorithms have been
applied to SECM by Stephens et al. (107). In their work, they show that the inflection point in a
sigmoidal current profile curve strongly indicates the presence of a feature edge. They used this
information to obtain SECM images of patterned substrates and compared them with electron
microscopy images, allowing them to accurately estimate feature size. This methodology, how-
ever, still has limitations; it works best when a high-contrast image with a high density of points
is obtained and when the size of the feature is larger than the UME. Likewise, current profiles
exhibiting nonuniform feedback behavior can show multiple inflection points not precisely re-
lated to a morphological feature. Subsequently, they implemented an algorithm based on a point
spread function to increase the resolution of SECM images without the need of decreasing the
tip size (107). Their approach allowed dramatic improvement in the SECM image quality of pat-
terned Au/SiO2 samples, as shown in Figure 7b. This methodology, however, is computationally
expensive and requires additional expertise to extract more quantitative information. However,
these examples clearly illustrate that data postprocessing and simulation-based methodologies are
a viable path to follow to make SECM resolutions compete with other imaging techniques (108).

5.2. Enabling Automation in ESPTs

The scanning probe microscopy (SPM) community has been working on implementing search-
ing and artificial intelligence algorithms to automate feature identification (111, 112). In SECM
applications, Balla et al. (109) have demonstrated that real-time analysis of approach curves with
nanoscale tip–substrate distances can help resolve step edges of about 500 nm in height, as shown
in Figure 7c. They developed an algorithm and software that enabled accurate tip positioning
without the tip crashing into the substrate. Continuous progress on high-resolution ESPTs will
open up new possibilities of studying the electrochemical reactivity of even smaller features. For
example, deep learning has been used to analyze microscopy images for the automatic identifica-
tion of particle properties, crystallographic features, and even atomic structures (110, 113–115).
Krull et al. (110) developed DeepSPM, a software that automates scanning tunneling microscopy
operation. The software automatically locates specific sample regions and tests the condition of
the tip to ensure that the feature is not a tip artifact. It then decides whether the image is of
an acceptable quality and can proceed to a different region or whether it should correct for tip
problems. The full diagram of operation for this technology is shown in Figure 7d. This makes
the acquisition of large data sets more feasible and opens the possibility of implementing nano-
lithography. The source of DeepSPM is publicly available, allowing other researchers to modify
it according to their needs. The authors even suggest that the software can be generalized to any
SPM technique. However, this not only requires advanced programming skills but will also re-
quire developers, for example, companies, to provide open-source frameworks that facilitate the
communication between various instruments and tools such as DeepSPM.
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Perspectives on the improvement of electrochemical scanning probe techniques. (a) Resolution enhancement of hydrogels by deep
learning, showing the input, output, and real (ground truth) images. Panel a adapted with permission from Reference 106; copyright
2019 Springer Nature. (b) Resolution enhancement of scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) images with the point spread
function (PSF)-based deconvolution, where the white and black colors represent conductive and nonconductive regions, respectively.
Examples are for two different geometries (top and bottom). Panel b adapted with permission from Reference 107; copyright 2020
American Chemical Society. (c) Edge detection using the real-time analysis of SECM approach curves: topography (right) and current
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represented by dashed boxes. Panel c adapted with permission from Reference 109; copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
(d) Workflow of the DeepSPM software, showing the approach curve, finding of an area, decision-making to test the quality of the
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

ESPTs are uniquely positioned to investigate interfacial processes occurring during operation of
electrodes for EESSs. The examples discussed here illustrate their high versatility and ability to
operate in situ with minimal damage or influence on electrode operation. However, there is sig-
nificant room for improvement on ESPTs applied to EESSs: First, ESPTs are utilized extensively
to characterize LiB electrode materials, but they are not yet widely used in the characterization
of other structural battery components such as separators or current collectors. Second, they have
also been underutilized to probe emerging battery chemistries such as RFBs and solid-state batter-
ies. We foresee that multimodal techniques combining ESPTs with spectroscopic, spectrometric,
and electron- or X-ray-based methods will significantly elevate their diagnostic power (7). How-
ever, this will also require improving their spatial resolution and their versatility at interrogating
relevant electrode morphologies. In this regard, improvements in ESPT hardware and software
for data postprocessing and improving imaging quality might not be enough. Perhaps future ap-
plications will include advanced algorithms to identify and decide on the best course of action
when encountering surface features or for matching the spot size of a complementary technique
used alongside the ESPT. A final remark concerns the applicability of the in situ information gen-
erated by the ESPT with respect to its translation to the device level. Fundamental investigations
inform new strategies to improve EESSs, but increasing the sophistication of imaging experiments
will always be desirable for obtaining practical insights that are directly relevant to commercial
batteries.
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